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) This paper proved that multivariate ARMA models i Identifiable.

Some properties of Multivariate ARMA modelSwere given.
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1 Introduction

First we impose the condition:

Two matrix coefficient polynomials

P q

A(z) = Akzk and B(z) = z

k-O J=O

(where Ak# B3  are r x r matrices) are said to have no

common left divisors, if matrix coefficient polynomial
t

D(z) = D I ZI is such that
i=0

A(z) = D(z)A 1(z) and B(z) - D(z)B 1(z

then det(D(z)) is a constant.

A multivariate stationary process Xt = (XI(t)IX2 (t),..,Xr(t))
T

is said to follow a multivariate ARMA model If it can be expressed

in the form

p q
Ak k L ZBj-etj t - 0, ± 1, t 2,- (1.1)

k-0 J=0

where ct U (C1 (t)' C2(t)"'' r (t))r' t = 0, ± 1, ± 2,... Is a

multivariate white noise process. Re = 0, e C 6M = t . I.

A0 ,AI''ApBoB1 i...,Bq are r x r real matrices, A0 = I.

B is positive definite and
0

p q
a. A(z) = and Bz = ZJ have no comon tF

k-O J=O

left divisors. In 0
m eed 0

b. det(A(z)) o 0, Iz[ - 1; det(B(z)) w 0, IzI < 1. -0t. _

In this case (X t ) is said to be a multivariate ARMA series Autism/
t bilst 7 Codes

multivariate ARMA series is said to be a multivarlate AR(MA)

ivt 
S-pe-----! 1



series if q = 0 (p-0).

Let B be the backward shift operator, we can express ARMA model

(1.1) in the form

A(B)Xt M B(B).! , t - 0, ±1, ±2,''- (1.2)

One of the basic problem associated with the multivariate ARMA

models is the identification of the structure of (1.1), given the

covariance function of {Xt), by identification we mean here the

following problem: given that (Xt) conforms to some multi-

variate ARMA model of unspecified orders can we determine the

values of p and q and the matrices A1,A 2 ,-...AkBOBI,...,Bq

uniquely from the covariances of (Xt) [1]. In the case of r = 1

it is known that we can determine the values p,q and

AA 2 ,-..,A p , B0 B 1,...,Bq uniquely from the covariance function

of (Xt}. So univariate ARMA model is identifiable.

It Is easy to see that multivariate ARMA model is not Identifiable.

Suppose that, in model (1.1), det(A(z)) and det(B(z)) are all

nonzero constant, then the following three models

A(B)Xt - B(B)Lt

Xt W A-I(B)B(B)t

B-1(B)A(B)Xt = E t=O,*lo2,..

have the same stationary solution.

In fact, corresponding to a given covariance structure of a multi-

variate ARMA series there will be an "equivalent class" of models,

and the problem of identifiabillty then becomes one of devising a
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set of rules which select a unique representative model from each

equivalent class. Without the solution of this problem, it will

be difficult to consider the estimation problem of multivariate

ARMA models. This problem has been studied principally by

Hannan [2,3], but so far no result is satisfiable, because the set

of rules given is not easy to verify. A reasonable and simple

rule on the unique representative model is given by this paper.

2. Basic Theorems

A multivariate stationary process (Xt) is said to follow a

generalized multivariate ARMA model If it can be expressed in the

form
p q
IAkXt-k - LBjct j, t - 0, ±1, t2,.... (2.1)
k=O J=O

where ct = (C1 (t)'C 2 (t)"'''r(t))T  is multivariate white noise
process: get  = 0, FR B B1 . . .B

are r x r real matrices. A = I, B0  is positive definite.

Let
P q

A(z) - 2Akk k B(z) = B, zj.

k=O J=0

Theorem 2.1

If det(A(z)) o 0, Izjmi, then model (2.1) has unique

stationary solution.

Proof: Let us use the same signs given by Rozanov [4]. Write
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b1 (k) 1
k 2kBk -= bkk , - 1,2,.--,q, (2.2)

b [brk) .

define

&t(b1(k)) -bI(k)ct i - 1,2, *r (2.3)

Sk( = C o(b 2 (k)) , k- 0,1,2.***,q. (2.4)kI
E 0 (br (k))

where EX is the spectral operator.

Since all the elements of A- (e- i ) are continuous in X e [-wn].

We can define

x A -A (e-11 )e lt-k)A dsk(A). (2.5)
k=-O -n

t= , ±1,.
k-Oi

Where i = ( .

EXt M 0

E(XtX.) = (Xt#X s )

q

C=O i-=O -iv -i
A- I j  (e "x me l} k dSk(IL.) , A- 1(0-i e-'t>'J dS (A)j

q q r ~kJA

k-O JmO --

SRx (t-s).
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It follows that (Xt) is a r-variate stationary process with

zero mean. and

p p

jAkXt-k L L JAkA-
1 (e- ik )el(t-k-j)k dS (A)

k-O k-0 J=0 -a

A e- J k) L A- I (e-iL )e i(t) tPdS ())
J=O - k-O

q j (t elt-)lds())

a-O --t

" a BJt-j*"

J-O

If 1 .i also a stationary solution of model (2.1), write

:(k) - 3 .Y2 (O) (2.6)

EA r 0)

where (YI(t)'Y2 (t)
' . " .Yr(t))F "-t

For any t

p
- AIYt-I

i-a

q- Bi t-J

J-0

6
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Let AO1 (e mV k be series expansion of A- (e )

then every elements of V3  tends to zero by negative exponential

ratio as Imi -+ aD [5]. So, It follows that

=t f eit'dti) = JwA1l(e iX )Ze(t)ds A(k

= Xt. t -=0, ±1, ±2,--,.

Corollary 2.1. If det(A(z)) o 0, IzI-ig the unique stationary

solution of (2.1) Is in the form

Xt-2Am ct-m (2.8)

where A mare r x r real matrices determined by

A (z)B(z) A m Az. r 1 ;zl~ r2  (2.9)

with r1 < 1, r 2 > J.

Proof: Suppose that A (z) - A zm r1:IzI5r 2  according

to (2.9).

A m - tV-BJ (2.10)

0
since

A(z) I VZ a z I (2.11)

so
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AkV k i. (2.12)

k-O

Every elements of V tends to zero by negative exponential

ratio, so does that of A3 , as IJ --. a, and it follows that

(Xt) given by (2.8) is a stationary process with zero mean, and

p p O

AkX tk = Ak Amt-k-m

k-O k-O m--

p OD.9

- LA-k 2 V J'J t-k-m
k-O m=-® J-O

p OD q
L Ak L LVmkjB t3 m

k-O m--"m J-0

A Ak V m kj B loCt- m

J=O M=-M k=

qg

J-0

Corollary 2.2. If det(A(z)) P 0, when IzI=1, then

a. the unique stationary solution of (2.1) in in the form

Xt Z 1A.t (2.13)

3-0

if and only if every elements of A-1 (z)B(z) is

holomorphic function of z in the field of (zlzI<l).

If det(A(z)) and det (B(z)) have no common divisor,

" 10' ,- ,



the condition Is equivalent to that all the roots of

det(A(z)) are outside the unit circle.

b. the unique stationary solution of (2.1) Is in the form

N

Xt A m m .!t-m (2.14)

If and only if every elements of z-mA-1 (z)B(z) is

holomorphic function of z in the field of (zIzj1

Including the Infinite point). If det(A(z)) and

det(B(z)) have no common divisors, the condition is

equivalent to that all roots of det(A(z)) are

Inside the unit circle.

c. the unique stationary solution of (2.1) Is In the form

Xt - JActm (2.15)

aNam--w-

If and only If all the elements of A- (z)B(z) are

holomorphic functions of z in the field of

(z.rIslzlzr 2 ) where r <.r 2>1. If det(A(z)) and

det (B(z)) have no common divisors, the condition is

equivalent to that all roots of det(A(z)) scatter both

outside and Inside the unit circle.

(The proof is erased, because It Is a problem of

algebra)

Corollary 2.3 Under the same condition of Theorem 2.1, model

(2.1) S and model

9
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SOkYt-k = 2 t-j , t0,.1,t2,.. (2.16)

k=O J=O

(where #0' 41''''s' t ' 2' ' ' ' ft are r x r real matrices.

0= I , t0 is positive definite, det z fk 0, jzI=i)
0 (1 4

have same stationary solution if and only if

A- 1(z)B(z) = -(z)#(z), IzI[1 (2.17)

where

+(z) = kz, t(z) = L z

k=0 J-0

Proof is erased.

Theorem 2.2 If multivariate stationary process (Xt) follows I

multivariate ARMA model (1.1), then the white noise process

(C ) is the innovation process of (Xt) [6], and B Br is

the one step prediction error matrix, i.e.
th/2

B 0 {(X t - ProJH x(t1)XtXt - ProjH x(tl)Xt} (2.18)

C x r ( Xt (2.19)

where Hx (t-1) is the Hilbert space extended by (Xt_,

-21

Proof: A(z) is holomorphic Inside the unit circle, the

stationary solution of (1.1) is in the form

X A J (t-m' dE C

m-O -0

10



r -IA-. -tk
='A (e )B (e ) dEX 0

3i Xi 0k i

(XtX s 274A (e -)B(e )(A (e )B(e e e )

where A denotes the conjugate transpose matrix of A. It

follows that the spectral density matrix function of (Xt) s

f(A) = A-(e-)B(e- A)(A-l(e-tX)B(e- X))" (2.20)

Let C(ei = A (e )BA =JA L.m e(2.21)

aMo

C0,CP...- be the Wold coefficient matrices of (Xt) and
J.'-'ha(e2e- )t I I io)).6Acrdn .

2

r(z) 0) = Cz, Iz1 (2.22) -
J=0

1 - * r6I Akthen f() ) [(e )r (e ) [6] (2.23)

Now what we need to do is to prove c(z) - r(z). According to

(2.21), (2.23) and [6], we only need to prove

det(r(o)F (0) - det(C(o) (0) (2.26)

If V is an invertible matrix such that

Sn(o)r (o)v (0) vc(o)c (o)v (2.27)

J.treo



and U is a unitary matrix such that

I X [ 1  ]
I = UU > UVC(O)C (O)V U = • (2.28)

we know 0 s X 1 1, according to (2.26), we have A A r 1

12 2r
an IA=A_ .=.==r=l, therefore q

r(Or (o1= C(O)C (o). *0p

It follows that

C(zl = r(z), Izi S . '

Let {n) be the innovation process of (X t  with En gn I.n

x= c_ = ^ J t=o,±1,±2,...

be the Wold decomposition of (Xt) , using ct±Hx(t-1),

tAo (X-PrO HtllXtlD it follows that

and therefore
t : tt O, l 2, ' .

Because A0 =1, so BO = A0, B"B AA

Corollary 2.4. Let stationary series Xt-(Xl(t),X2(t),''',Xr(t)l}

follows multivariate ARMA model (1.1), stationary series

Yt - (Y(t),Y 2 (t)--.. Yr(t)) follows multivariate ARMA model

V 4 y V *
/.-k t-k /. -f t-j (2.29)

k-O J=0

then

K(XtX) E(YtY), for all t,s-0,±I,_2,'''

12 1



If and only if

A -1(z)B(z) t- I (z)9(z) IzI&1 (2.30)

where O(z) - kz l f(z) = > .

J-0 k-0

Proof: If A-1 (z)B(z) - #-l zllz), then (Xt), (Yt have the

same spectral density matrix function (2.20), and therefore,

(Xt),{Yt) have the same covariance structure.

If {Xt), (Y have same covariance structure, they

have same Wold coefficients matrices C OC ,C2 ,...# and so

A-1 (z)B(z) -4-1 (ztwz - r(z) ZJ3I zis.
J-0

3. Identifiability of Multivariate ARMA models

Theorem 3.1 Assume stationary series Xt - (X (t)X t...'Xr (t)T

follows multivariate ARMA model (1.2) and where det(A(z))

and det(B(z)) have no common divisors, then If

det(Ap) p 0 (or det(Bq )0) (3.1)

We can determine the values of p, q and the matrices

A0 ,A 1 ,..',ApB 0 ,B1 ,-..,Bq uniquely from the covariance

structure of {Xt).

Proof: Assume that Xt follows another multivariate ARMA model

1 kXtk - (:Vt-j (3.2)

J-0 J-0

with det(#(z)) and det(t(z)) have no common divisors and

13
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det(4 s ) i 0 (or det( ) j 0).

Using Corollary 2.4, we have

A -1(z)B(z) - -(z)t(z) , IzIl. (3.3)

Let A(z) and B(z) be the adjoint matrices of A(z) and

B(z) respectively then we have

b(z) -

where b(z) = det(B(z)), a(z) = det(A(z)). Since a(z),b(z)

have no common divisor, it follows that
1

a 4(z)A(z) = D(z)

must be a matrix coefficient polynomial and

4(z) - D(z)A(z) IZIS1 (3.4)

t(z) - D(z)B(z) IzIS (3.5)

Note, #(z), t(z) have no common left divisor, so

det(D(z)) = constant.

m

k~kWrite D(z) D k z then det(D m) 0, if m k 1.

k-1

Using (3.4), det(s )PO, det(A ) o 0, (or using (3.5),
s p

det(11 ), det(B )o0), we have m=0, so

D(z) - DO  is a constant matrix.

From 40 = A0 M I, we have DO = I, therefore

#(z) - A(z), t(z) - B(z).

A familiar result about multivariate AR.MA model follows

directly from Theorem 3.1. Multivarlate AR.MA model are all

identifiable.

14



Definition:

A stationary series X t - (XIl(t)X 2 (t),-',Xr(t)), is

said to follow a multivariate ARMA(LC) model, if it can be

expressed in the form

k q
a kX tk =L~jt-j('S.6)

where

a) t (Cl(t), 2(t) ... er(t)) is a multivariate
1 2r

white noise process. E - 0, E0tC = C I.t ts s.t
p

b) al,a 2 ,...,a p  are real constant, a0 al, L a z 0

for IzISi. BoIB 1 .... ,Bq are r x r real matrices. B i0 is

positive definite, det(B(z)) P 0. IzI<1.
q

B(z) = LBjz' - (blk(Z))rx r

i-i

c) The set of polynomials (a(z),bik(z),I.k-l.2...r)

have no common divisors.

It can be seen that the values of multivariate AfJ4A(LC)

models are not more complex than that of multivariate ARMA models.

But we can prove the following result.

Theorem 3.2 1. Any multivariate stationary series that follows

some multivariate ARMA model will follow some multivariate

ARMA(LC) model.

2. Multivariate ARMA(LC) model is Identifiable.

Proof 1. Assume that X t  follows multivariate ARMA model (1.2).

Let a(z) = det(A(z)), B (z) - A(z)B(z) - (d )rx r where

15 I



A(z) is the adjoint matrix of A(z). Using Corollary 2.3 we

have that Xt can be expressed in the form

a(B)X t = BI(Blrt (3.7)

where B is the backward shift operator.

Assume f(z) is the maximum divisor of

(a(z), dij(z); i,Jml,2,.*.,r)

then

a(z) - a(z)f(z)

d (Z) = Cij(z)f(z) ij-l,..-,r

and

(a 1 lz), cij(z); i,J-l.2,.-.,r) have no common divisors.

Let

C(z) = (C j(z))r r

It follows that Xt  follows ARMA(LC) model

al(B)X t = C(B)Lt

Assume X is a multivariate stationary series that
t

follows ARMAILC) model

a(B)Xt M B(B)ct

and *(B)X t  M t(B)t

According to Corollary 2.4

-1
a 1(z)B(z) - 1 (z)t(z), Izls1 (3.6)

so *(z)B(z) - a(z)#(z). IzI (3.8)

Assume g(z) is the maximum divisor of the polynomials a(z)

and W(z), and

#(z) - g(z) (z)

16
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a(z) -g(z)a I(z), 9(0) -1 (3.9)

then, *(z)B(z) a a I(z)t(z)

and *(z) Is a common divisor of the set of polynomials of

t(z). Therefore

B =z - a9(z(z)] a a1 (Z) 1 (z)

From (3.9), we see

a 1(z) - 1, and 0 (z) - 1 all the same,

therefore
a(z) - O(z) '

D(z) - 9(z)

This paper was written during the stochastic process seminar

in the department of mathematics, Peking University. I would like

to thank my teach professor Ching Tse-Pei, colleagues and friends

who helped me during this seminar.
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